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Adriana
Nicole

My name is Adriana Nicole, a
16-year old aspiring model,
actress and musician. I live
in the metro Atlanta area
with my Mom and three
siblings. My dream since I
was 7-years old was to be a
model and actress. My very
first fashion show that I
walked the runway was at
that age. I even started
taking piano lessons at that
age, but dropped it.
Recently I've resumed my
lessons with a passion to get
musically good enough to
perform at my church choir.
Currently I am in my last
year of high school, taking
classes online. After
graduation my plans are to
attend college here in the
Atlanta, GA area. I have a
love for babies and hope to
pursue prenatal nursing
even if my modeling career
takes off. The most
challenging part of being a
teenager is the isolation I
sometimes experience since
I am in online school, not
around my peers. It gets
lonely at times. I want to
keep my life busy in
attaining my goals, but also
desire to pursue friendships.
Academically, I am almost
finished completing my high
school courses a year early
with hopes of a 4.0 GPA. The
next few months will
definitely demonstrate how
much all my hard work has
paid off. I hope to see work
credentials I can be proud
of. The support from my
loving family has given me
so much courage to pursue
my dreams.

Photos Credits :: ICON
Studios
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Myname is Amanda Tron
I am a model that's been
in the industry for 14
years working with
many talented creatives.

Modelling has always
been my passion
because of my love for
fashion and i hope to go
even further within my
career as a model.

I am a reliable model
who respects the people
I work with and I like to
have fun while I shoot.

My confidence has
grown more and more
because I have seen how
much my work has
grown over time.

I have achieved some of
my goals by appearing
in multiple magazines
and taking part in
competitions, also
winning some of them.

I feel lucky to of worked
with a lot of amazing
professionals which I
have made friends along
way.

I look forward to
continue working with a
lot more professionals
and to keep improving
myself further

My hobbies are:

Fashion, sports, Tv/
Films, music and
socializing

Photos Credits ::
Photographer: Wayne
Henderson

Amanda
Tron
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My name is Bella. I have been cheering for 7 years
at PowerCheer!All Stars. I am currently on a Junior
Level 3 team as a base.

My goals are to make it to D2 Summit for the 3rd
year in a row with my team. Continue cheering
into high school and college! After college I either
want to be a doctor or own a cheer gym.

My greatest accomplishment in cheer was
cheering at Summit for the first time with my
team. It was such an amazing experience and I
just couldn't believe I was there.

I think my greatest challenge was learning a new
position. I flew for 4 years and this year I am
learning how to be a base. I think it is important as
a cheerleader to have a solid understanding of as
many positions on a team as possible. Some days
are really tough but I have some of the greatest
coaches and they are teaching me how to be the
best base I can.

Photos Credits :: Kristin Duke
@innerbeauty.photography, Ali Lindy @ali_indy_
, Dee Stewart @dstewphotography

Bella
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My name is Jeston Cortez. I
live in Germany. I do kick
boxing. It is one of the things
which I can keep on doing .
International Deutsche is
recently the tournament
which I won. Apart from kick
boxing, I also like to click
some good pictures of mine.

Jeston
Cortez
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katerina
Evermore

I have always strived to be
a model. Finally after
following my dreams I am
succeeding and i love it. It
makes me so happy.

Photographers Credits:
Larry Eckert
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Maddie
Morales

My name is Maddie
Morales AKA Jiu Jitsu
Princess Maddie. I am a
12 year old female
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu
competitor. My recent
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s
include: medaling at
ADCC in Vegas, winning
multiple belts at
competitions such as
NAGA and New Breed.
Additionally, I have
placed at a number of
competitions all across
Texas against males and
females in a number of
different weight/age
divisions.

My goal is to help
promote jiu jitsu because
of all the benefits it
provides. BJJ helps with
anxiety, self-esteem,
confidence, self-
protection, and keeps you
healthy. I also want to
show that BJJ is not just
for boys but also for girly
girls too. I enjoy training
and competing with my
entire family at my
Father's school in Texas,
Fighting Chance
Academy. BJJ empowers
girls to defend
themselves and live a
positive/healthy life
style.

My dream is to become a
pediatric orthopedic
surgeon and be an ADCC
World Champion as an
adult. I hope to continue
BJJ throughout my life
and influence other
young girls to start
training and competing
so they can receive the
many benefits it provides.
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Paramita
Bhattacharyya

Paramita Bhattacharyya is an Indian Kathak
dance exponent from Los Angeles, USA. With
a dream to build her organization for dance
education, she visualizes a goal for herself to
teach dance and educate people about the
importance of dance in our life. The dance
style that she practices is known as ‘Kathak,’
meaning storytelling and the artist is known
as ‘Kathakar’, the storyteller. In her dance
presentations, she always tries to portray a
story related to social issues and other
aspects of the everyday life so that her
audience finds a relation with themselves
and likes to get involved with the art form
presentation. That way she loves to establish
a relationship with the audience, the dance
enthusiasts, and the dance students who
wants to learn and explore the Kathak dance
form. At the same time, she likes to explain
how Indian Kathak dance relates to yoga and
meditation, the age-old ancient culture and
exercise from India. Different ‘yoga asanas’
explain the postures and body movements
practiced in the dance form while ‘pranayam’
explains the breathing technique applied
while dancing or acting a specific ‘abhinaya’
in the art of storytelling in Kathak.

Paramita achieved few steps towards her
goal of educating people about Indian
Kathak dance. Especially she noticed that
after each of her performance many people
would come up and meet her backstage and
would ask for joining her Kathak dance class
and if the music is available for them online
to at least watch it again. Paramita believes
that even at least a few steps are taken at a
time, and we continue working towards our
goal, it will be achievable and for her it’s to
spread the love for ‘Kathak’.

As her work got recognized by people and
published in media, she finds happiness in
that. She achieved awards for her dance work
and commitment towards the art form
including the certificate of commitment from
the ‘World Book of Records’, London and
‘Nritya Bhushan’ from India.

Paramita mentions many challenges she had
to face initially to find a platform to
showcase the Indian dance form alongside
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Paramita
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other classical dance form from
the Western world. In a slow but
steady manner of approaching
towards her dream to find a
place for Kathak dance, she
started performing in many
community events and then
found bigger stage where she
was able to showcase Kathak in
front of bigger audience both
Indian and non-Indian. She finds
its very special when she finds
an opportunity to perform for
non-Indian audience because its

gives her the option to exchange
cultural values and establish a
connection with different other
people. “Also, it gives me the
opportunity to make new piece
of art by making fusion in Kathak
with ballet, tap, and other
western dance form to reach
more audience”, mentions
Paramita.

Photos Credits :: Paramita
Bhattacharyya
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Raffy
Lamberti

Hi, My Name is Raffy Lamberti I am
12 years old living in East Haven CT I
am a 7th Grader. I Have Been
Dancing For 11 years at The Dance
Connection. I Enjoy everything
About Dance from Going to
Competitions to Spending time With
My Friends and Learning New Things
from My Amazing Dance Teachers
Miss Sandee & Miss Linda when I am
not at the studio I enjoy going out
with My Friends and Spending time
with My Family. I am also a straight A
student and enjoying working with
Special Needs children I was
nominated for a program through
School Called Tech Buddies Which
allows me every day to work with
special needs children learning how
to manage every day life it really
makes me happy to see them smile
and happy when they see me coming
into the classroom… I would also like
to Thank My Mom Who has been My
Number One Cheerleader and who
has always been there for me along
with my Poppy & Grandma & I would
also like to Thank My Aunt Who’s
Been My Number one Supporter
through Everything ❤ ❤ ..
Throughout My Dancing Came a lot
of Challenges but through the
Support of Miss Sandee & Miss Linda
pushing me & Supporting me I have
become the Dancer that I see
Everyday and I can’t Thank them
enough for Bringing out My passion
for Dance my confidence & My Sassy
Self .. I also want to give a
shout out to Miss Kelly for giving me
the Opportunity to Work With her
over the Summer at the Shubert
theater in New Haven in The
awesome production of Beauty &
The Beast Jr. it was lots of fun & I
Definitely met so many amazing
Friends & I Definitely got to try
Different areas of the theater that I
really Enjoyed I can’t wait till
Summer 2023 to See what’s In Store
for Me .
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Raven
Holmes

My name is Raven Holmes I am 4 years old and I
am a dancer. I have been dancing since I was 2 and
started competing when inwas 3 years old. I have
won many competitions including dance
championships VIP and I have made my way up
the sections in the under 6 category. I dance
freestyle and contemporary/slowdance and I also
do ballet and gymnastics.

My dream is to become an under 6 champion and
dance spots like the big girls.

I love to dance and I love travelling the country to
attend dance competitions.

I also love working on my Instagram and adding
lots of lovely picture on my Instagram. My
favourite thing is to dress up in fancy costumes
and fancy hair.

Photos Credits :: Laura holmes
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My name is Sheila Dalton.
Everyday is awesome, so i
like to wake up and smile
because happiness is an
inside job. Till now, I have
seen many success and
failure, so I can say that
failure is not the opposite
of success but it the part of
it. Life doesn't have to be
perfect, it just needs to be
wonderful.

Sheila
Dalton
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